Presenting

ESUPS and STOCKHOLM

What is ESUPS project and a brief introduction to STOCKHOLM platform
Background: ESUPS & STOCKHOLM

What is ESUPS project and how is STOCKHOLM central to it
ESUPS Team, Steering Group, Network

**hosts ESUPS Team** (3 staff)

ESUPS Steering Group members
(click for more info)

ESUPS network of partners and supporters
(click for more info)

- National authorities
- NGOs
- Regional coordination
- Academia
- LogCluster Preparedness
- OCHA (IMPACCT)
From coordination to collaboration
What is STOCKHOLM and why it can be helpful
STOCKHOLM

STOCK of Humanitarian Organisations
Logistics Mapping

Access here
What is STOCKHOLM

Visual overview of stock
Displays information on pre-positioned stock quantities across countries, regions or other geographical areas.

Stock analysis
Provides collective recommendations on pre-positioned stock items, quantities and locations to achieve time and costs savings.

Owned by users
Supports ownership of stock level management. Users update their data according to their own choices and preferences.

Connected to other platforms
Designed to communicate with other datasets and analytic tools used in the sector.

STOCKHOLM is not a...

...Warehouse management system

...Tool to track distributions

...Platform with other information than stock
COLLECTIVE PREPAREDNESS
3 STOCKHOLM: personal dashboards

Part of the "Personal information" section to be explored during STOCKHOLM training
Personal dashboards

Here you can

• see pending registration requests
• see user details

Info displayed varies based on role
Personal dashboards

Here you can

- see pending registration requests
- see user details
- see stock details

Info displayed varies based on role
STOCKHOLM: reports and analytics

Stock mapping, National disaster analysis, National stock analysis
Stock report mapping

Here you can

• select countries (one or more)
• select additional filters
• visualise stock on map
• consult stock report generated on the right-hand side

accessible to all registered users
National disasters analysis

Here you can

• get insights from the analysis of the last 40 years of disasters
National disasters analysis

Here you can

- get insights from the analysis of disaster data since 1980
- interact with dashboards
- export data
National stock analysis

Here you can

• visualise current national capacity to support disasters
• get assessment on quantities and locations per item

accessible to all registered users

collective analysis